
Remembering 9/11
Accessing Oral Histories

for Educa4onal and Research Purposes



Introduction
Stony Brook World Trade Center Wellness Program conducted over a hundred 

interviews with 9/11 first responders

Wanted to make them all available to the public

Already made documentary using select interviews

Have lesson plans for teachers using them

Needed a way for researchers to easily annotate the interviews



Required Features
View interview and transcript at the same Dme

Search and organizaDon features needed

Annotate the interviews



Research
Closed CapDoning

Sec9ons of text on transcripts are too large

Can’t see context of current part

Services that linked text on screen to Dmestamps in a video were expensive

Video hosDng services were not open-source, could not tailor to current or future 
requirements



Solution - Opencast
Open source video hosDng for university lectures

Shows lecturer video and lecture slide video side-by-side

Extracts text from lecture slides: text becomes searchable and appears on the page

Add videos to a series

Add-on to annotate videos



Solution - Opencast - Make it Work for Me
Installed Opencast and annotaDon tool, configured seOngs, set up accounts

Show interviews on one side, show video of transcript on the other
Wrote scripts to convert transcripts into PowerPoint slide videos
Transi9ons in PowerPoint match the 9mestamps of the interview

Text from transcript video extracted and becomes searchable

Can use series to create categories to organize interviews

Can annotate any interview; account system in place



Interview and Transcript



Extracted Text



Annotation Tool



Public Access
Showed product to Library of Congress, who are currently tasked with storing the 

interviews indefinitely
Working on own system, slightly different end goal
Job mainly involves storage, not public access to items

Showed product to the National September 11 Memorial & Museum
Years out from using this kind of exhibit
Remain in contact for future engagements

Well received, but outside of their timeframes at the moment



Future Work
Works fine as a proof of concept, getting grant money, etc.

Recommend creating platform from scratch
Interview on one side, text from transcript on the other

Text changes as timestamps are hit
Saves storage space, as transcript can remain text

This removes all unnecessary features from Opencast
Can create a better annotation tool

Incorporate moderation
Better account management for open-sourcing annotations
Organize annotations



Questions?


